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WITHOUT DUAL CLUTCH

TRANSMISSION TECHNOLOGY,

YOU’RE JUST GETTING LEFT BEHIND. 

Maybe it’s the fact that in the time you read this, a Dual Clutch Transmission could switch gears 40,000 

times. Perhaps it’s the fact that DCTs appeal to more buyers by combining impressive fuel-economy, 

the smooth ride of an automatic and the speed of a manual. It could be the fact that leading clutch 

suppliers estimate they’ll quadruple DCT sales by 2014. Or maybe it’s the fact that by 2015, 10% of all 

passenger cars will have them.

DCTFACTS.COM gives you endless reasons to believe that DCTs are the future generation

of transmissions. And the more you know about them, the further ahead you’ll get.
DCTFACTS.COM
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The engineering, the people – the business – of the rapidly evolving large-format lithium-ion battery industry.

Lithium-ion battery technology for use in hybrid, plug-in hybrid and electric 

vehicles is maturing and will play a key role in electric drive vehicle development and 

sales.  But how quickly is this technology progressing, and perhaps more importantly, 

what battery designs will guarantee reliability and safety while providing the best balance 

of cost and performance?

This three-day Summit will bring together some of  the world’s most highly regarded 

engineers, scientists, and corporate decision makers from the battery, automotive, power 

storage, and mining industries to present an assessment of current and future Li-ion 

battery systems capabilities and alternatives as well as their marketplace and supply 

chain implications.  

Chaired by veteran battery consultant Dr. Menahem Anderman who is known in the 

industry for organizing the annual Advanced Automotive Battery Conferences (AABC) 

and for publishing multi-client studies assessing the advanced vehicle market and 

technology with emphasis on energy storage, the Summit features an exceptional roster 

of more than twenty expert speakers representing some of the key international players in 

vehicle battery and related industries.

The program highlights the emerging Chinese market and discusses technological 

advances and worldwide market growth, exploring their implications for the global 

marketplace and thereby providing the insight required for optimum business decision 

making.  It will review battery manufacturing in China and elsewhere, battery reliability, 

safety, cost, performance, and standardization.

Organized in cooperation with   Co-sponsored by

1-3 September 2010
Shanghai, China

Highly regarded specialists on Li-ion 

batteries address recent innovations 

and market implications

Event Chair, 

Dr. Menahem 

Anderman, President 

of Advanced 

Automotive Batteries, 

USA and founder 

of Total Battery 

Consulting, Inc.; 

Session Chair 

“(OHFWUL¿�HG�9HKLFOH�

Market Development”

Ted Miller, Senior Manager of Energy Storage 

Strategy and Research, Ford Motor Company, 

USA; Session Chair “+\EULG�(OHFWULF�9HKLFOHV�

and their Prospective Batteries”

Dr. Zhenxing Fu, Powertrain Systems, New 

Energy Vehicle Division, SAIC Motor Corp.; 

Session Chair “Battery Requirements and 

6ROXWLRQV�IRU�(9V�	�3+(9V´

Dr. Mo-Hua Yang, Senior Researcher, 

Industrial Technology Research Institute, 

Taiwan; Session Chair ³/LJKW�(9V�DQG�WKHLU�

Battery Systems”

Dr. Huanyu Mao��&KLHI�7HFKQRORJ\�2I¿�FHU��

China BAK Battery, Inc.; Session Chair “Life, 

Reliability, and Safety of Li-Ion Batteries in 

Automotive Applications”

 Attend this event if you…

want to interact with international ��

representatives from the global vehicle

battery industry 

are interested in comparing the most recent ��

innovations and learning of China’s important 

role in the development of li-ion batteries

are responsible for near-term production ��

decisions regarding the most cost-effective, 

safe and reliable battery system based on 

vehicle requirements

wish to claim, reinforce your market position, ��

or promote your company to a world-class 

audience of experts and buyers 

are an executive, senior manager, engineer or ��

technical manager in the battery components, 

lithium mining, EV/PHEV or supplier industries

are from the utility, government, industrial, ��

¿�QDQFLDO��WHFKQRORJ\��RU�PDWHULDO�VHFWRU�

supporting EV infrastructure 
Attend. Exhibit. Sponsor.   www.sae.org/events/battery

SAE is an international body of engineers and practitioners dedicated to the advancement of mobility technology.

Based on the fundamental of providing a neutral platform for collaboration and informed dialogue, SAE has been providing 

the common engineering requirements for new vehicles, advanced technologies, and applications since 1905. 

A unique, executive-level 

event offering the latest 

technological advances 

occurring worldwide and 

their business implications.

An exclusive opportunity 

to interact with peers 

from the automotive OEM, 

battery components/

manufacturing, and lithium 

mining industries.

P100495

ADVANCED
AUTOMOTIVE 
BATTERIES
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Alliances are route 

to future success

It has been a stormy start to the new decade

for the motor industry, not least in its business

structure.

GM dithered about its European presence,

then came to the right decision, retaining the

Opel-Vauxhall engineering and manufacturing

axis, but relinquishing its grip on Saab. While

buying Saab was the easy bit for Spyker,

financing a future model programme will be

the hardest part.

Ford finally offloading Volvo to Geely is recognition that the

Chinese motor industry is emerging as a global player, even if it

will be some time yet before Chinese brands are sold in Europe.

Meanwhile, the cross shareholding alliance between Daimler

and Renault-Nissan signals a realisation that future technologies,

especially for electric vehicles (EVs), will be too costly a burden

for an OEM to shoulder alone.

All of these alliances should be viewed as opportunities for

the supply industry. Saab’s executive director brand and

marketing, Knut Simonsson, explained how it wanted to strike

partnerships with engineering houses and the supply chain to

co-develop and engineer future Saabs, while Derrick Kuzak,

Ford’s group vice president, global product development, wants

Ford to be the suppliers OEM of choice, delivering affordable

technology that will benefit Ford buyers and set the marque

apart from its rivals.

And should, as seems likely, previous generation Volvo and

Saab production lines migrate to China, the supply chain

shouldn’t be far behind.

These new relationships between OEMs, together with those

already in existence, will probably be only the start of an overall

realignment, as manufacturers leverage alliances to gain

advantages over one another. They represent business

opportunities for Europe’s supply chain and engineering

resources on a scale that can’t be ignored. 

Ian Adcock, Editor in Chief
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News

Royal DSM NV has announced the commercial

availability of a bio-based resin for automotive

vehicle body parts at the SAE Congress in

Detroit, reports Bruce Morey.

The company’s Palapreg ECO P55-01

thermoset resin is especially useful for sheet-

moulding (SMC) and bulk-moulding compounds

(BMC) for exterior panels. 

“When we originally developed this project,

we were looking at the underbody shields, but

rapidly realised that [the material] could also

meet Class-A applications,” said Wilfrid

Gambade, business director composite resins

Europe and Global Markets. 

He believes the importance of Palapreg

ECO 55-01 lies in the desire of some

automotive OEMs to use more bio-based

materials in their vehicles. One example he

pointed to was PSA Peugeot Citroën, with its

objective of increasing the percentage of green

materials used per vehicle to 20% of the

polymers used by weight, by 2011. 

Gambade stated that the company

produced and sold 12,000kg  of Palapreg ECO

P55-01 for evaluation purposes. The company

describes the feedstock as “cellulose-based”

and notes that tests to date show the material

in general possesses the same properties as

the petroleum-based product it will replace. As

it is a polyester like any other, it can be a drop-

in replacement to any other SMC or BMC resin.

“We believe this product will be worth a

premium price,” because of the value it gives to

the customers, said Emile Homsi, vice president

research and technology for DSM. 

Another product the company expects to

release commercially in the first quarter of

2011 is EcoPaXX, a castor oil-based

thermoplastic. 

The company describes EcoPaXX as

polyamide with a 250°C melting point, with 

low moisture absorption and resistance to

automotive coolant, fuels, salts, oils and

greases. While 70% of the material is based 

on castor oil, it is carbon-neutral throughout 

its lifecycle, according to the company.   

The new Ford Focus B-pillar post starts as a

“tailor rolled” blank from German supplier

Mubea which produces strips that can be

changed in thickness along their length by

precision control of the gap between pairs of

rollers. It is able to execute smooth, quick

transitions from one thickness to another along

the blank, making a change of perhaps less

than 0.2mm, accurate to within 0.1mm overall

(±0.05mm) –  at each step and from one end

to the other.

As used for the Focus B-pillar, the eight

thicknesses produced by the Mubea process

range from a maximum of 2.7 mm to as thin as

1.35mm. The engineering of the shape puts the

greatest thicknesses where needed for maximum

strength in side impacts. In the case of the B-

pillar, it’s just above the midpoint (orange area in

illustration), explained Mark C. Kaufman, Ford C-

Segment marketing manager to Paul Weissler.

The thinnest sections will be at the bottom

(blue in the illustration) and there will actually be

four thicknesses in that area alone. Total weight

of the B-pillar post is just over 7kg, saving

some1.3kg, compared to a conventional design,

Kaufman added.

Tailored blanks produced by the rolling

process permitted Ford to carry out more fine-

tuning with the width of the shape than with

the more conventional method of laser welding

strips of different thicknesses. Tailor rolling

enables many stepped changes in the

thickness of the part and also there are no

weld seams, just a smooth transition at each

change in thickness, resulting in more

uniformity overall.

The Mubea blanks go to Benteler

Automotive, for the finish-shaping and hot-

stamping that increases the material strength

while maintaining shape accuracy.

Finished B-pillars will be welded into

position on the Focus body assembly line. The

facing body section is shaped to mate up to the

stepped thicknesses of the post. 

Royal DSM introduces bio-based plastics

Focus B-pillar ‘tailor rolled’ to eight thicknesses

Colours indicate eight thicknesses in the B-pillar of the forthcoming Ford Focus. The right-

hand colour strip starts with the thinnest sections at the bottom (four shades of blue), rising

to two shades of green, and then one each of yellow and orange, the thickest at 2.7mm.
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News

Fiat Group Automobiles is launching its ‘new

compact’ platform in the Alfa Romeo Giulietta,

writes Paul Horrell. It will eventually be rolled out

under all transverse-engine FWD and AWD C and

C-D segment Alfas, Fiats, Lancias, Chryslers,

Dodges and Jeep crossovers.

The monocoque is all new, bar some flat

floor elements under the front and rear seats, and

footwells. The wheelbase - 2634mm for the

Giulietta- and track can be varied for different car

lines, said FGA’s advanced engineering director

Stefano Re Fiorentin.

The underbody consists of 84% by mass

high-strength and ultra-high strength steel, 7%

hot-forming steel, 3.7% aluminium, 2.3% Xenoy

thermoplastic alloy and just 3% low-carbon steel.

At the front end, there is a three-path crash

structure on each side. The third, lower load path

is aluminium, with a replaceable Xenoy sacrificial

beam at its nose. The front transverse beam is

aluminium. Xenoy is also used for the transverse

crash beam at the rear of the car. The claimed

weight saving, versus steel, is 12.5kg.

Using cast magnesium for the cross-car

beam is said to save a further 4kg and increases

the resonance frequency for this part to 38.5Hz.

The pans for the cushion and backrest of the rear

are thermoplastic, saving 8kg.

The front suspension uses aluminium

knuckles for the MacPherson strut design. 

The steering system employs an electric

assistance motor mounted directly onto the 

rack. Re Fiorentin pointed out that this reduces

inertia and improves road feel.

At the rear, cast aluminium trailing arms 

are used, together with a cast aluminium cross-

member, from which pivot upper and lower 

lateral steel arms. Alfa claimed this saved 10kg,

versus a typical multi-link system, while

delivering class-leading NVH, comfort and

handling, plus AWD capability.

The rolling chassis is said to be lighter than

the 147 of a decade ago, despite being much

roomier, and protected for all foreseen global

safety standards. Adjusted for power and

specification, the Giulietta, stated Re Fiorentin, is

the lightest car in its class.

Fiat’s new multi-model
platform is launched

For further information 

on technology and suppliers visit

www.automotivedesign.eu.com

Cost-effective airbag control

unit from Bosch 

Bosch is extending its airbag control unit

portfolio with an economy model, the new

“AB light,” specially developed for low-price

vehicles, in emerging markets such as Brazil,

China and India. The model is based on a

standardised control unit concept, and offers

favourably priced occupant protection.

Series production is about to start in

Suzhou, China, for Dongfeng Motor

Corporation models.

Passive safety systems are considerably

less common in emerging markets, where

most of the cars fall into the mini- and sub-

compact classes. Bosch expects sharply

rising demand in the future as these market

segments grow.

The control unit’s standardised design

and the use of internally developed

application-specific integrated circuits

(ASICs) enabled Bosch engineers to

significantly reduce the number of

components, and the overall size. The basic

version offers four loops (trigger circuits),

which can be extended up to eight, including

two sensor interfaces. The housing is made of

plastic, and the connector has 32 pins.
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News

Th!nk CEO Richard Canny has told Automotive

Design that it “looks promising” for the

Norwegian-based EV producer to sell its latest

generation of power electronics to rival OEMs. 

“We have upgraded it to work more

efficiently and have driven down costs,” he

pointed out. “The next generation controller

improves regeneration efficiency and will also

take more power, if we want it to.” Th!nk is

planning a 50Kw motor for when US sales start

in quarter one 2011.

The company has ambitious plans to license

or sell its EV know-how and technology (see the

Ulrik Grape interview on page 10) and has

recently concluded a deal with Mazda to convert

a number of Mazda2s, using its own technology

and half of the Ener1 battery pack, giving the

cars an 80km range and free recharging at

Family Mart stores. “We see vehicle conversion

as a real business opportunity for Th!nk,” added

Canny. “We can offer a complete system using

Ener1 batteries or others, if they’re compatible.”

Th!nk is planning a 2+2 variant for the last

quarter of this year, capable of seating children

up to 14 years, before a new model is released

in 2012.

Solid Th!nking Dow Automotive Systems has introduced

SYNEXA, a solution for ultra fast curing

epoxy composites compatible with glass

and carbon fibre reinforcement. These

composites can save up to 40% in weight,

compared to steel, and currently enable

cycle times as low as 10 minutes, with a

future target of less than five minutes. In

addition, SYNEXA is directly paintable

with a high-quality surface finish.

De Amertek’s power-steering system

combines an electric power steering control

logic ECU with a brushless motor and

contactless torque-angular sensor into a

complete, robust steering column, writes

Jenny Hessler. 

The all-electric power steering system’s

brushless motor offers a longer life span

than brush-styled motors, while the torque-

angular sensor combines

contact-type torque angle

detection with noncontact

steering angle detection.

Its ECU features advanced

algorithm software controls. A self-

centring function enhances both driving

stability and safety, while its integrated

modules and components, as well as

compact size, improves

assembly and layout flexibility. 

The system operates on

demand and is power-assisted

only when necessary, reducing

fuel consumption. Operating

temperature range is -40 to

+105°C, with a maximum

torque of 4Nm. 

Compact electric PAS

The carbon fibre tub that forms the backbone to McLaren’s MP4-

12C supercar is, according to Claudio Santoni, right, head of body

structures at McLaren Automotive, “probably three to five years

ahead of our rivals”.

Weighing just 80kg, it’s the result of four years’ development

and 94 prototypes. Assembled from pre-formed conventional carbon

fibre shapes that are loaded into a 40t mould in a 400t press, resin

is injected and the assembly cured for two hours. It is the pre-

formed assemblies that allow hollow sections to be created for the

first time using this process, said Santoni, who revealed that the

technology is subject to numerous McLaren patents.

“Curing takes 50% of the time,” he stated, adding: “People are

looking at quick curing resin systems that we might be interested in.

We are currently optimising a lot of parameters, but I don’t see any

reason why, in a few years’ time, the technology will not have

matured, reducing the curing time, which would make carbon fibre

structures more attractive to bigger production runs.”

8 www.automotivedesign.eu.com May 2010

Revolutionary carbon fibre tub
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CVUlrik Grape

Ulrik Grape leads Ener1 in Europe. Prior to this, he was CEO of EnerDel, the

Li-ion battery business within the Ener1 Group. Previously, he spent 10

years with Danionics A/S, a Danish Li-ion battery company, as sales and

marketing director and vice president, US. Before that, he held senior

executive positions in the airline and construction equipment industries,

including: managing director for Volund A/S, a private Danish industrial

group, and associate at Trap & Kornum A/S, a mergers and acquisition 

firm operating in the Scandinavian market. Grape gained a bachelor’s

degree in International Politics and Affairs from Georgetown University 

and an MBA degree from French business school INSEAD. 

“Clearly, subsidies and

tariffs are coming, and

that’s something we’re

trying to push. It’s also

important for governments

to buy vehicles. They do

have an opportunity with

some fleet operations that

could benefit from this;

postal services is one.”

10 www.automotivedesign.eu.com May  2010
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E
lectricity... a truly

remarkable phenomenon.

It freezes and cooks our

foods, lights our homes,

our schools and the

workplace. It powers trains. But it

doesn’t power cars - yet.

But that’s not for the want of

mankind trying. Ever since the early

19th Century, when maverick

scientists mated Volta’s assembly of

copper and zinc plates with Faraday’s

work, and a working electric motor

was demonstrated in Paris in 1832,

there has been a vision of personal

motobility, powered by electricity.

By the 1890s, both New York and

London boasted fleets of electric

taxis and, in 1899, Camille Jenatzy

achieved 98km/h to capture and hold

the land speed record for three years.

The history of electric vehicles

(EVs) is littered with the great and the

good: Edison invented the nickel-iron

battery, but observed back in 1901

that, unless a more efficient means 

of storing electricity was invented,

naptha or petroleum would be the

fuel of the future. And then, in 1900,

Ferdinand Porsche built the No.1

Lohner-Wagen, with electric motors 

in the front wheel hubs.

However, in 1908 EVs were dealt

the first of two fatal blows: Henry

Ford put the Model T into production

at just a quarter of the price of an

electric car and then, in 1911, Charles

Kettering put an electric starter on a

Cadillac for the first time, making the

crank handle redundant, and it easier

and more elegant for lady drivers to

start a car.

During the next hundred years,

there were numerous attempts at

reviving EVs, many the result of

idealistic, left field entrepreneurs.

Others, such as GM’s billion dollar

flop, the EV1, were just the wrong

products, at the wrong time.

But now the pendulum seems 

to be swinging back towards EVs,

thanks to rising fuel prices, concerns

over energy security, the imposition 

of ever more swingeing emission

regulations on the internal

combustion engine around the world

and advances in battery technology. 

As Ulrik Grape, president Ener1

Europe, explains: “Over the past 18

years, energy density has increased

three-fold and costs decreased four-

fold. My reference point is the 18650

[Li-ion] cell in portable electronics,

18mm diameter and 65mm tall, that

basically powers 90% of all laptops.

When launched in the 1990s, it had a

capacity of about 1amp/hr or 1000

milliamp/hr. Today, the best of those

cells are around 3 amp/hr or 3000

milliamp/hr. That’s with the same

physical volume, but three times the

capacity, which translates directly to

energy. When they first came out, the

cost was about $12. Today, it’s about

$3 when bought in high volumes.

That’s the history of what has gone

on and why, I believe, we’re at that

place now where it’s interesting for

automotive applications.”

Grape is pragmatic enough to

acknowledge that battery costs are

still an inhibiting factor when it comes

to EVs and urges governments, at

both local and national level, to help

energise the nascent industry.

“Clearly, subsidies and tariffs are

coming and that’s something we’re

trying to push. It’s also important for

governments to buy vehicles. They do

have an opportunity with some fleet

operations that could benefit from

this; postal services are one example.

That could help to kick-start the

demand as well; they could, perhaps,

be more aggressive in that area.

“I can’t argue around the point

that a battery is still a sizeable cost

option. We feel confident we can get

down the cost curve. But, even if you

go to a level of $500 per kW/h for a

20 kW/h battery, you’re still talking

about $10,000 for an EV; for a range

extender or PHEV, the battery would

be half the size.

“That said, the thing we continue

to look at is the potential secondary

use and will they [the batteries] have

a residual value when they come out

the vehicle?  Because, if you can

argue that these batteries will last

beyond the life of the vehicle, and it

has a residual value of, for example,

20-30% and there’s a potential buyer,

that changes the cost dramatically.”

Battery improvements, in terms 

of storage capacity and rapid

recharging, are still the Holy Grail that

the industry is searching for and,

although Grape rejects the idea that

Moore’s law could apply, he says it is

“reasonable” to expect 5-10% annual

improvements in energy density. “It

might not happen from year to year,

but you may find that you’ll get that

over a couple of years.”

Nor does he see lithium being

replaced as the base material,

although the host chemistries for

Automotive Design Interview

May 2010

Fuelling the
future

Electric vehicles have been inhibited by battery technology,

but could that all be about to change? Ulrik Grape, 

president Ener1 Europe, gives Ian Adcock an insight 

into the future of EVs
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lithium will change. While the USA’s

Argonne National Laboratory is

researching advanced lithium-air

batteries, it also worked with EnerDel

to develop lithium titanate battery

chemistry. “The lithium titanate

chemistry we’re developing works

very well at -30°C, where there’s

lithium titanate on the anode side;

and, on the cathode side, we’re

working on some very high density

material and trying to marry the

attributes. That could be very

interesting for plug-in hybrids where

you require power capability and

some energy density as well,”

comments Grape.

The specific research has been

developing a battery system that

matches the safety of its lithium

titanate anode with a safe, high

voltage, 4.8V spinel cathode to

support a 10-mile electric range 

plug-in hybrid electric vehicle 

(PHEV 10) application.

The pair are also working with

Nissan to develop a new electrolyte

for Li-ion batteries, based on 

a self-extinguished, silane-based

electrolyte, with high conductivity 

and low viscosity, that is very stable

against oxidation and reduction for

long-life batteries. The work focuses

specifically on the Manganese spinel

system. Grape suggests that the first

results of this research will be seen at

some point next year.

A key enabler for the widespread

adoption of EVs, he argues, is rapid

recharging. “That’s why we at Ener1

and EnerDel have a collaboration with

Kyushu Electric Power Company

(KEPCO), Japan’s fourth largest

power and utilities company, that 

has developed very interesting fast

recharge capabilities.”

While many OEMs and battery

suppliers have formed joint ventures

to develop EV systems, EnerDel took

the unusual step of acquiring a 31%

stake in Th!ink when it emerged from

bankruptcy in late 2009. This,

believes Grape, gives them a head

start over their rivals, “Up to now, 

our testing has been more static in

nature, learning how the batteries

perform, so we can say: ‘These are

the valuable levers to work with’ for

the technology to improve.

“Apart from being an attractive

financial investment and the fact that

we really believe in the product,

Th!nk’s probably the most developed

EV available. We also saw it as an

opportunity to get lots of batteries out

on the road and learn from that to

provide us with some competitive

advantage, going forward. We will

have learned a lot ahead of some

rivals. We test our batteries

thoroughly, but, once you get them in

the hands of the user, then we get

invaluable feedback.”

Through the partnership with

KEPCO, he explains, Ener1 and Th!nk

have been able to test and develop

rapid charging stations for the car,

which sees the battery charged to

80% capacity from zero in 15

minutes. “Maybe you wouldn’t have a

charging station at home, because

you could charge it overnight. It

would be more relevant to have them

at restaurants or strategic places

around the city, such as gas station-

like locations or the plug-in points

Oslo has.”

Th!nk has also entered into a

partnership with Aerovironment,

another leader in rapid recharging

that, he says, Ener1 fully support.

Meanwhile, the Ener1 and Th!nk

partnership has already borne fruit

with a deal to supply Japanese Post

with technology kits, using Th!nk

controllers and electric motors

powered by Ener1 batteries to

potentially convert more than 

22,000 vehicles on its fleet.

Grape believes that, in the next

20-30 years, “all cars will be

electrified somehow, whether it’s the

simplest form of stop-start or full

electric, because there are so many

advantages.” Of course, you’d expect

him to say that, but he then adds: 

“This is for the long haul. Step by

step, we’ll see different business

models and approaches, and it will be

exciting to see how the industry

grows and the concepts people come

up with. That’s the exciting part: we

can write the script ourselves, more

than we ever could before.”
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Grape believes

that, in the next

20-30 years, “all cars

will be electrified

somehow, whether it’s

the simplest form of

stop-start or full

electric, because there

are so many

advantages”.

‘‘
‘‘

EnerDel partnered Volvo’s
ReCharge EV concept

Automotive Design Interview
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the past two years, I have

enjoyed sharing my

thoughts with readers of

Automotive Design’s sister

publications on a variety of important

issues within the motor industry. The

letters and e-mails I received, and the

opportunity to engage in a personal

dialogue with those in the industry on

a wide range of issues, have been

invaluable. 

Now, through Automotive Design,

I have the opportunity to enter into 

a dialogue with those of you in the

European automotive industry.

In the coming months, the topics

and the authors of these columns will

take a slightly different path. Much

like the automotive industry, SAE

International continually responds to

a rapidly changing marketplace. As a

result, this organisation is reinventing,

reengineering and refocusing its

programmes, products and services

to ensure that we add the most value

to the vehicle engineering

community. While this process has

been underway since the onset of

2009, several of these changes are

being rolled into the marketplace in

the coming weeks and months.

Throughout last year, we spoke

with our customers and members,

gaining insights into what they value

and need most from SAE

International. We were pleased to

hear that we are doing a lot right. But

we also learned a great deal about

how your needs are changing and

how we can better facilitate your

work. And now we are responding.

So, we plan on using this column

to share with you what we are doing

to provide even more value. In

addition, we want to give you a bit

more insight as to why and how we

do these things, and also let you

hear, firsthand, from those

responsible for the programmes,

products and services we provide.

More importantly, though, we hope

you use it as an opportunity to let 

us know how we are doing, and

continue to let us know how we 

can make our portfolio more relevant

and valuable.

Throughout the year, we will 

talk about many of the other new 

and exciting offerings from SAE

International. I hope that you find

these columns to be both informative

and entertaining. We look forward to

providing you with quality and value

in all that we do. 

As always, I welcome your

feedback. Please feel free to share

your thoughts by e-mailing:

focus@sae.org.

David Schutt, The Columnist
SAE International Chief Executive Officer

“So, we plan on

using this

column to share

with you what

we are doing to

provide even

more value”

Responding to the 
needs of our industry

F

focus@sae.org
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BorgWarner unveils latest EV
transmission
BorgWarner has displayed its 31-03

eGearDrive electric drive transmission,

which has been developed for the

emerging, higher-volume, lower-cost,

vehicle-electrification market. 

The first application will be in the 

all-electric

CODA

Automotive

saloon,

scheduled for

introduction

this year,

followed by

the electric

Ford Transit

Connect commercial van in 2011.

The eGearDrive transmission

incorporates patented and proprietary

technology, including a high-efficiency

gear train and compact low-weight

design that contributes to extended

battery-powered driving range, which, in

turn, reduces the required amount of

battery capacity needed. 

The transmission achieves high

torque capacity, with 98% efficiency, 

says the company. 

The eGearDrive is specifically

targeted at electric-axle applications in

‘through-the-road’ parallel/series-hybrid,

range-extended and battery electric

drives, according to John Barlage,

product business director for

BorgWarner Drivetrain Systems.

The 31-03 is now BorgWarner’s core

product for transverse and secondary

axle drive systems, he adds. 

“The 31-03 has a wide range of

ratios, from 6.5:1 to 9:1,” states Barlage.

“That is really important. Because a lot of

the electric vehicles are using different

types of motors, either permanent

magnet or induction, there is a range of

sizes across the segment.”

Input torque is 200 Nm, 300 Nm

peak, with an input speed capability of

14,000 rpm.

Kevin Jost

New urea dosing system for
diesel NOx reduction
NOx-reduction technology for diesel

engines is becoming more ubiquitous,

using selective catalytic reduction (SCR),

and is increasingly seen as a global

solution for meeting emissions legislation. 

SCR involves a diesel exhaust fluid

(DEF), typically urea, being injected into the

exhaust stream where it converts to

ammonia and then interacts with a catalyst

to convert NOx into innocuous

components, such as N2, CO2 and water.

According to Albonair, the key to optimising

SCR system effectiveness is ensuring the

optimal droplet size of the DEF reducing

agent when it is fed into the exhaust tract.

This is ultimately a function of the even

distribution of DEF onto the catalyst. 

Researchers from Albonair made

extensive use of CFD to determine the

evaporation rates for different droplet sizes.

Essentially, smaller droplets evaporate

quickly and evenly, and larger ones more

slowly, with an uneven distribution. The

company’s new urea dosing system

adjusts the droplet size, depending on the

exhaust conditions, creating droplets with

a Sauter mean diameter of less than 10m.

This enables the DEF to vapourise within a

few centimetres in the exhaust pipe. 

Albonair’s

system consists of

two parts: the

housing, with SCR

catalysts, injection

nozzle, and

temperature and

NOx sensors; and

the urea tank, with

level and temperature sensors, dosing unit

and after-treatment control unit. This

integrated design reduces the number of

variants for different vehicle types and

OEMs, according to company engineers. 

Two of the system’s biggest claimed

advantages are its compactness and

design flexibility, allowing integration into

existing vehicle space. The urea dosing

system weighs just 1.6kg.

Jean L. Broge

Virtual Battery takes
emulation to next level
Horiba recently introduced its Virtual

Battery solution that offers advanced

battery simulation for the development and

validation of plug-in hybrid-electric

vehicles, hybrid-electric vehicles and

extended-range electric vehicles. 

Virtual Battery’s advanced emulation

approach offers vehicle, drive train and

battery developers the ability to replicate

in-vehicle conditions, including stress,

battery age, battery-pack parameters and

driving cycles, as well as the environmental

conditions necessary 

to predict actual battery behaviour. 

“Typically, when the industry has talked

about battery simulation to this point, it’s

basically been simulating a battery being

fully charged or being completely empty or

some variation thereof,” says Horiba’s Bob

Curley, sales manager, Americas. “State-

of-charge really is the key to these

strategies of the vehicle developers. What

the Horiba Virtual Battery allows people to

do is truly replicate the performance of a

complete battery and understand how it

will behave over various driving cycles that

manufacturers can input into the

development strategy.”

Virtual Battery features five

customisable battery models: Lithium-ion,

lithium iron phosphate, nickel/metal-

hydride, lead-acid and ultracapacitor, each

specifically calibrated for vehicle

applications.The Virtual Battery’s Model

Generator feature provides flexibility for the

creation of unique battery profiles. 

Matt Monaghan

TECHNOLOGICAL  

May 2010

This year’s SAE World Congress was a showcase for advanced technologies, many aimed at
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New hybrid transmission
eliminates torque interruption
FEV’s new internally developed seven-

speed hybrid transmission, the 7H-AMT,

is equipped with an electric motor to

eliminate torque interruption, a major

disadvantage of automated manual

transmissions (AMT). 

Torque interruption is eliminated,

because the transmission configuration

provides two independent torque paths,

one for the internal combustion engine

(ICE) and one for the electric motor.

During ICE gear shifts, the electric motor

fills the torque gap that would usually

occur in a conventional AMT. 

The transmission has a torque

capacity of 320Nm, and provides 7+R

gear ratios for the ICE and 3+R ratios 

for the electric motor, without increasing 

the complexity and part count of a

comparable conventional AMT. In

addition, one long first gear and one long

reverse gear are available for the ICE.

The transmission was designed to be

installed transversely,

paving the way for

wider use of

extremely fuel-

efficient

transmissions in

smaller vehicles. 

It offers the same torque range of 

a typical six-speed and features all

standard operating modes of a full 

hybrid transmission, according to FEV,

including start/stop and

boosting/regenerating in all gears. 

All-electric driving is possible when

using the first electric motor gear and 

is sufficient for most urban situations. 

When more torque is needed, the ICE 

is started by controlled slip of the clutch

and precise modulation of electric motor

torque. 

DI is integrated by replacing the twin

spark ignition with a single spark plug on

the exhaust side and the DI device in

place of the removed spark plug on the

intake side.

Patrick Ponticel

Feel the power – without
piling on the weight!
The TM4 M TIVE permanent-magnet

electric motor offers advanced electric

drive design to niche-sized EV

manufacturers,  according to Eric

Azeroual, TM4’s business development

manager. 

Tata showed an electric Nano

concept car, powered by a TM4 drive

system, at the Geneva Salon, replacing

the rear-mounted petrol engine with a

240-V/400-A electric motor, powered by

a 12kW/hr Li-ion battery pack developed

by Miljø Innovasjon. 

TM4 is also working with Magna

Electronics to design,

develop and demonstrate

a new electric powertrain.

The M TIVE design

uses reverse-order

topology, an inside-out

layout where the rotor

spins outside of the

stator to maximise torque. This

configuration increases the radius from

the hub to rotor, which provides more

moment or leverage, explains Azeroual.

“The advanced in-wheel motor led to

numerous patents related to compact

design and torque control,” he says.

“When we addressed a motor for

conventional applications, we decided to

‘de-telescope’ the reversed configuration,

but still retain many of the best features of

the earlier motor.”

He cited the motor’s 10,000 +rpm

shaft speeds as a key differentiator. “The

faster a motor spins, the higher its power

density, the smaller it can be and the

cheaper it ends up being.”  

The M  120 system, which weighs

32 kg, offers 120kW maximum power.

Claimed peak torque is 170Nm with

78Nm continuous. It has a maximum 4.6

kW/kg power-to-weight ratio.

The motor offers 96% efficiency at

nominal operation, the company claims.

Cooling is provided by a 40/60%

water/glycol system.

Steven Ashley

 TOUR DE FORCE
t reducing emissions and improving fuel efficiency. We highlight those that impressed most.

IFP helps gauge HEV and 
EV state-of-charge

The technical and commercial success of

hybrid-electric and electric vehicles

(HEVs and EVs) is strongly related to the

efficiency of the vehicle supervisory

controller that manages the power flows

between the multiple energy sources. 

Regardless of the control technique

adopted, information essential to the

controller is the state of the electric-

energy storage system.

France-based IFP proposes an

integrated approach. Improved

electrochemical and thermal lumped-

parameter modelling of the vehicle

application is seen as an innovative

alternative to popular equivalent circuit

models to predict battery behaviours.

IFP is opting for an innovative

approach, with information and

communication technology (ICT)

integration to optimise the onboard

energy of hybrid/electric vehicles: 

that is, complete offline optimisation of

vehicle behaviour, system architecture

design, optimisation of the energy

demand (speed profiles), thermal

management, consumption/emissions

compromise, etc.

IFP’s current developments focus on

the evaluation of onboard heat recovery

systems, with the help of numerical tools,

to assess heat recovery potential versus

driving cycle (transient evaluation). 

For example, in the case of Rankine

cycle-based systems, IFP expertise

covers steady-state system pre-

dimensioning, real-time system

simulation and system testing at the

engine test cell (control algorithm,

Rankine loop behaviour, heat exchanger

development and fluid optimisation).

John Challen
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T
he motor industry is going through turbulent

times, especially in the field of powertrain

systems and technology. As yet, there is no

industry consensus as to which technology –

petrol, diesel, bio-mass, electric or a

combination – will provide the ultimate solution. Arguably,

there will be no ‘silver’ bullet, but a spread of technologies

that will deliver regional solutions to local issues.

If there is one area of unanimity, then it’s the

acknowledgement that electricity, in one form or another,

will play a growing role in future transportation. When

Ferrari technical director Franco Cimatti tells you that he

finds electric motors “interesting”, and not just from an

environmental angle, but also “for added performance”,

then you start to appreciate that the industry has reached

a tipping point.

The challenge, then, is how to achieve the best from

both fuel and electricity. In other words, low emissions,

maximum fuel efficiency and a useable range.

One solution coming to the forefront, albeit slowly, is

range extenders. GM set the ball rolling with its Volt, which

promises 64km of pure electric motoring, but upwards of

10 times that when the engine kicks in to replenish the

battery. That, says GM, on the European test cycle

WANKEL’S NEW 
Once dismissed for its oil consumption and high wear rates, Wankel rotary    

Giugiaro’s Namir concept
featured a high
performance version of
Frazer-Nash’s technology.

16 www.automotivedesign.eu.com May 2010
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W LEASE OF LIFE
   engines could be reborn in a range extender as Ian Adcock reports

equates to 1.6l/100km and CO2 emissions of 40g/km.

Whereas the Volt uses a production 73kW four-cylinder

engine, running at a constant 2,500 or 3,500rpm,

depending on what level of recharge is required to keep

the batteries at their 20% minimum charge, Lotus

Engineering opted to develop a bespoke monobloc 

1.2-litre three-cylinder, running at a constant 1,500 or

3,500rpm, depending on the state of the batteries, for the

Jaguar Limo-Green project and its own Evora 414E Hybrid

Concept. Meanwhile, Fiat engineers have suggested that

its new two-cylinder TWIN-AIR might be employed as a

range extender, although they were coy as to when.

Collectively, these big names have overshadowed the

work being done on range extenders in the UK by research

and development company Frazer-Nash. Perhaps best

known for supplying electric vehicles (EVs) to both the

Malaysian Commonwealth and the Sydney Olympic

Games, Frazer-Nash has been working on EVs for the past

15 years and on its hybrid range extender technology for

the past two and a half years, group director of operations

William Chia states.

Where its technology differs is that it uses a 407cc

Wankel rotary engine originally engineered for use in light

aircraft and military drones. Rather than reinventing the

technology, Frazer-Nash uses a modified Wankel as a

range extender. “By running it at a constant 3,750rpm, it

doesn’t betray any of the traditional limitations usually

associated with Wankel engines,” claims Chia, adding:

“We have optimised the engine for this application, so it

has active water and oil pumps to keep the engine running

slightly warm when it is at its most efficient and optimum

for CO2 emissions. As soon as the temperature starts to

vary, it’s automatically rebalanced.”

The concern over rotor tip wear that has dogged the

Wankel’s history is minimised as well. “In a typical drive

cycle over an hour, it would probably come on for 10

minutes or so, just to recharge the battery. You could

redefine that charging cycle, whether you always want

50% battery charge or if you want to maximise the

charging from home and then down to its lowest before

the engine kicks in,” he says.

Concept packaging

Bill Armstrong, chief operating officer of Metrail, another

Fraser-Nash associated company, has been leading the

engineering development, but isn’t keen on getting tied

down to projected fuel consumption figures this early in

the programme. However, he concedes that unofficial

testing, using ECE 101, has seen 3.5l/100km, with Chia

adding: “We did some rough calculations using

comparison figures against GM and, if you factor in the

same figures, you get 0.7l/100km.”

Frazer-Nash’s hybrid made its first appearance in the

Giugiaro Namir concept, with each wheel powered by a

100kW electric motor. In this application, a pair of Wankel

engines displacing 814cc and turbocharged, producing

88kW at 6,000rpm and 125Nm at 5,000rpm, are employed

to drive the 35kW generator and charge the 108 Li-ion

polymer cells. The system’s total power was 270kW, to

deliver a claimed top speed of 300km/h, 0-100km/h in 3.5

seconds and less than 60g/km CO2 and return 2.6l/100km.

Developing a single concept car is one thing;

translating that technology into everyday manufacturability

and engineering is another. But that’s the stage Fraser-

Nash is at currently. “We’ve been in contact with a number
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of European OEMs,” reveals Chia, “although nothing has

transpired yet. But we are working with a manufacturer,

with the intention of going into series production in the

near future.” The proof of that is in front of me: a non-

descript, five door mini-MPV, with all its badges removed

or taped over. Lift the hood and, in this instance, a non-

turbocharged single 407cc rotary, linked to the generator,

nestles in the engine bay. And it’s remarkably compact.

“That’s the beauty of a Wankel; a three- or four-cylinder

internal combustion engine of comparable power would

be bigger, heavier and more complex,” says Chia, adding

that the Wankel is also fuel agnostic, “It could run on

petrol, diesel, bio-fuels and, farther into the future,

hydrogen, as Mazda first demonstrated in 1991.”

If the Wankel is the system’s heart, then its brain is the

unique electrical and electronic architecture that Frazer-

Nash has developed in-house to control, monitor and

charge the batteries, as Metrail’s Armstrong explains:

“We have developed a fully integrated motor, controller,

gearbox and mounted them in a single unit, with the case

forming a Faraday cage to inhibit interference. There are

only two electrical connections to the battery’s positive

and negative terminals, and two further cooling

connections for simplifying installation and packaging.”

What makes the system unique, claims Chia, is Fraser-

Nash’s in-house designed individual Battery Monitoring

System that monitors the temperature and voltage of each

of the 72 Li-ion polymer cells acting as a smart charging

system, ensuring all the cells are empty or full

simultaneously. 

Failings eliminated

“We had an earlier system where we had the BMS remote

from the cells, but the wiring harness was a nightmare and

safeguards were impossible, as there were multiple points

of failure. By moving the BMS to individual cells, we

eliminated those failings. It also means individual cells can

be swapped, if one shows signs of deterioration.”

Although the software is Frazer-Nash’s own proprietary

multiplexing system, it is, says Chia, fully compatible with

any OEM’s CAN-bus system, allowing them to choose

whatever engine and battery combination they want.

In any industry, there are technologies that appear

ahead of their time and languish, underutilised or

forgotten, due to lack of materials or control technology,

with DSG transmissions being a good example. 

Could this be the same scenario for Felix Wankel’s

design? Small, lightweight, smooth running and fuel

agnostic, might the Wankel be about to come into its own,

as the industry searches for a leaner, greener future?

May 2010
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Rotary Wankel-engined generator sets are under active consideration by

major automakers as range extenders for battery-electric vehicles, says

Graz-based engineering services provider AVL.

An AVL engineer confirmed recently to Tony Lewin that it was his

company’s range-extender unit that was fitted to the Audi A1 e-tron

prototype shown at March’s Geneva show. At the show, Audi stated that

the generator was located beneath the trunk floor, but did not allow

reporters to look at it and declined to name the supplier.

Audi’s announcement said that the 253cc unit would run at a steady

5000rpm and deliver an extra 200km range to the A1 e-tron.

However, despite its smoothness and compactness, the Wankel unit is

unlikely to be the VW group’s final choice as a range-extender motor under

the VW group’s new modular strategy. “This is a research project, not part

of our main strategy,” said Dr Jochen Böhle, project manager for the VW

Touareg hybrid. “We will be looking at piston engines.”

Nevertheless, AVL documentation makes a convincing case for the Wankel range-extender module. Its

demonstrator system weighs just 65kg, yet delivers a steady 15kW and is self-contained, with a common water

jacket supplying coolant to the coaxially-mounted rotary engine and generator.

AVL is also offering prospective customers the option of two- or four-stroke piston engined range extenders, 

but says the Wankel has the lowest NVH and best packaging.

Magna, which will build the battery-powered Ford Focus, is believed to be working on a rotary range extender

and UK-based Rotapower hopes to break into the car market with its 530cc, 37-45kW unit.

“We’re negotiating to produce an evaluation batch of engines for several major automakers and also for a major

far eastern manufacturer,” says Rotapower investor Peter Mustapha.

Rotapower’s engine, using technology licensed from Freedom Motors, claims a power to weight ratio of 4.1kW.

Rotary engines hold range-extender promise
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Smoothing out 

the rough
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L
ife is full of compromises

and none more so than

when it comes to a

vehicle’s ride and

handling. Few cars

achieve an ideal balance between the

two demands, with one usually

compromised according to the

brand’s DNA. It’s a situation that can

be further aggravated when a car is

set up to cope with its domestic

roads, to the detriment of others.

There have been numerous

attempts to resolve this conflict.

Lotus pioneered active suspension in

the 1980s, but excessive power

consumption and costly aerospace

systems put paid to it, especially as

air suspension and electronically

controlled dampers achieved virtually

the same results, for a fraction of the

price.

But Delphi’s development of

magneto rheological (MR) based

damping systems over the past

decade  seems to offer a significant

breakthrough. Following Delphi’s sale

of its brakes and suspension division

to BWI in November 2009, the third

generation MR-based suspension

system has been released for

assessment by OEMs. 

Meanwhile, the advent of hybrid

and electric vehicles opens up further

applications, as OEMs 

seek to make these products as

Automotive Design discovers the secrets of BWI’s 

third generation MagneRide suspension
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dynamically pleasing as their more conventional cars.

MR fluid still relies on magnetically soft particles

suspended in a hydrocarbon-based fluid that remain

random until energised, when they align into fibrous

structures in the direction of the magnetic flux. At the

same time, the strength of the bond, in this case

translated into the dampers’ stiffness, is proportional to

the strength of the magnetic field.

Faster reaction times

While the operating principles remain the same, the third

generation system now uses a new two-wire dual coil

(TWDC) actuation system, which significantly speeds up

reaction times between on- and off-state, as BMWi’s

manager, controlled suspension forward engineering,

Olivier Raynauld, explains: “The main reason was that we

wanted a bigger force envelope. But then we quickly

understood that, because of the dual coil configuration, it

was actually faster than the previous generation. It means

we can now cancel out the eddy currents, whereas, with a

single coil, they were hanging around after the current had

been removed, so the flux was slowing down the removal

of force.”

Now the input and removal of force is more

symmetrical, ridding the system of some of the parasitic

forces associated with the slow decay. “Previously, the

time to go up was about five milliseconds and the time to

come down used to be around 25 milliseconds,” states

Raynauld. “Now it’s between 10-15 milliseconds. If you

look at a wheel hub frequency of 12Hz, that’s about 25

out of 80 milliseconds for one cycle, which is significant.

But, by reducing that to 10-15 out of 80 milliseconds, it

becomes much less significant.”

Authority and power

The BWI team also wanted to increase the ratio of on-

force to off-state for maximum comfort, yet still have lots

of authority and power for sports settings by increasing

the size and sophistication of the performance envelope.

In part, this was achieved by moving from a choice of

six straight gaps through which the fluid flows within the

damper to a range of 25 conical channels with the smaller

end at the bottom. This means that, during a compression

stroke, the fluid goes into a small gap and, as it opens up,

it reduces the forces on compression. Then, on rebound,

it starts with a large gap and forces the fluid through the

small gap to stiffen up the damper. 

“It works better hydraulically at higher velocities; you

can feel it in the car,” says Raynauld. “That’s one of the

surprises. Everybody initially said it wouldn’t be of any

use, because you can only feel the effect at higher piston

velocities and it would never be off state, with no current

in the device, if the piston is moving fast. By definition,

you will be applying current to slow it down. But when

you put ride engineers in the car, they can immediately

sense it’s a different piston with a taper. Choosing the
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right combination gives them more work to do, but the

result is a car that is more hydraulically balanced, front

and rear, so it will be flatter and feel more comfortable.

The right choice

By Raynauld’s own admission, the 10-year-old single core

ST10 microprocessor that the ECU was using was “anti-

diluvian. It couldn’t carry any more software, and both its

throughput and memory were full”.

By upgrading to an Infineon tri-core and redesigning

the driver circuits, he says, “we now have the ability to

remove current much faster, which makes the whole

system even more transparent.

The new system consumes about 10% more power,

because of the increased resistance of the coils, but even

so that still only equates to a maximum of 25 watts per

damper and it goes there less than 1% of the time”.

BWI has a number of applications lined up, starting in

2011, and is working on more for the 2012-14 time frame.

“Customers didn’t ask for this and wanted to know why

we had done it. But then, when they try it, they realise it

was the right choice.”

May 2010

Chassis systems

BWI has also released its latest Active Stabliser Bar System (ASBS), designed to

eliminate head toss. The new two-channel architecture employs actuators that are

some 30% lighter than rival ones. 

Instead of controlling the hydraulic flow between each side of the actuator, BWI

has patented a means of controlling the pressure difference between the two sides.

This creates a continuous system, explains Raynauld (right) eliminating discontinuity

when driving in a straight line or a tendency for the systems to click in and out as

varying levels of lock are applied.

Working up to about 2.5Hz, ASBS calms the car by reducing roll angle and roll

velocity input, especially important in those with high ‘H’ points, but even applicable

to high performance cars for ultimate ‘flat’ cornering. At the same time, it also

leaves the springs and dampers to cope with vertical inputs.

The first series application will be in 2012, predicts Raynauld, before adding:

“The ideal solution would be to combine generation 3 Magneride with ASBS. That

way, we would be achieving something like fully active suspension, as envisaged by

Lotus. We’ve built a test car, but no one has bought into it yet, although we could

have it in production within three to five years.”

Active Stabiliser Bar System

Active Stabiliser Bar

System employs patented

technology to control

pressure difference side 

to side
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I
t’s late one winter night, 2025.

You turn your electric car

quietly into your drive, step

out, open the garage door,

drive the car inside and

connect it to a special high-current

mains socket on the wall. As you

close the garage and walk to the front

door, a breeze picks up.

Two hundred kilometres farther

north, that breeze is already a full gale

and the forest of offshore wind

turbines are spinning furiously. A few

years ago, their output would have

been unwelcome to a power grid at

the lowest ebb in its daily demand

cycle. But, as your key slides into the

latch lock, it receives a radio

command signal from the national

grid’s central control room and begins

recharging its battery pack to help

absorb the inconveniently timed

surge in power generation. 

Across the country, a growing

army of other BEVs (battery electric

vehicles) and PHEVs (plug-in hybrid

electric vehicles) awake and do the

same. And, later that night, some of

them will return power to the grid as

demand increases.

This Utopian vision of motoring’s

future – in which cars with battery

packs form a distributed storage

facility for the electrical distribution

network – is called Vehicle-to-Grid, 

or V2G for short. Will it actually come

to pass? Or will dystopian realities

overwhelm it?

Eureka moment

V2G has garnered occasional

headlines in recent years, but its

origins go back farther, to 1996. At

the time, a world committed to

renewable energy and ready to

embrace EVs and hybrid cars seemed

a long way off. But Willett Kempton of

the University of Delaware, in what he

has called “a eureka moment”,

realised that cars with large battery

packs and renewable forms of

electricity generation are inherently

symbiotic. In the same year, Amory

Lovins, visionary director of the

Rocky Mountain Institute, predicted

that hybrid cars would soon act as

super-efficient mini power stations,

feeding power into the national grid

while stationary and hooked up to a

power socket.

Convincing calculation

Kempton’s basic calculation was

simple and persuasive. If you multiply

the vehicle parc by the power that

can practically be drawn from each

car, and take into account that the

average passenger car is stationary

for 23 hours a day, you find you have

a power resource that far outstrips 

a developed nation’s conventional

generating capacity – in the US by 

a factor of about 4:1.

But when Kempton gave a

presentation to NREL (the US

Department of Energy’s National

Renewable Energy Laboratory) 11

years later, V2G still seemed a remote

prospect, despite studies verifying its

feasibility. He berated Detroit’s lack of

interest in V2G and envisaged a

process whereby the Big Three, stuck

in their rut, would be circumvented by

forces with clearer strategic vision. 

But then came the global

recession, the humbling of the

automakers, and renewed interest 

in electric and hybrid vehicle

technology. Suddenly, V2G was – 

is – on the agenda. Within Ford USA,

a fleet of PHEVs, equipped with V2G

capability, is undergoing trials; across

the Atlantic in Berlin, another trial is

underway, using Golf twinDRIVE

hybrids provided by Volkswagen. 

Again, a V2G element is included,

the backdrop being a country where 

20-25% of electricity generation is

planned to be by wind power within

10 years.

One key to V2G progressing from

trials to public use, of course, is the

Electric visions
Will electric vehicle batteries one day be seen as mega efficient and 

eco friendly, feeding power back into the national grid once they are 

fully charged? Keith Howard ponders this vision of the future

May 2010
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availability of EVs and PHEVs that

people want to buy. Central to this is

the use of batteries that have both

high energy and power density, and

fast-recharge capability, which is why

interest is increasingly turning to Li-ion

battery technology – which also offers

the benefits of long life (2,000

recharges) and being highly recyclable.

However, Li-ion cells are expensive.

Kempton has envisaged car buyers

getting out their pocket calculators,

seeing how quickly they will amortise

the price penalty with running cost

savings and being prepared to stump

up the extra at car purchase –

arguably a Utopian mirage in itself. 

A more practical model may be

that offered by Better Place, in which

the motorist owns the car, but it owns

the battery pack, which it leases. This

also underpins Better Place’s concept

of ‘battery switch stations’, whereby

robots can speedily replace a

depleted battery pack with a fully

charged one.

So far as the owner of a V2G-

capable vehicle is concerned, there

may be little else to stress about –

except, perhaps, the fitment of a

dedicated high current charging/

discharging point in the home.

Matters become more complex,

though, in a market economics model

of V2G where each user can specify

the price at which they are prepared

to buy and sell electricity. 

A hybrid vehicle allows more

flexibility here, because, if no deal is

struck between car and power

company, and its owner awakens to a

flat battery pack, the heat engine will

save the day. For the owner of a BEV,

that prospect won’t usually be

acceptable, making some form of

guaranteed recharge deal more

appropriate. So a range of V2G

contracts may be available from

electricity supply companies.

Ford in the US, which has an

ambitious schedule of EV and hybrid

roll-outs, recently announced that it is

to collaborate with Microsoft’s Hohm

internet service. In its own words:

“Hohm will help drivers to determine

the best time to charge their vehicle.

Smart recharging habits will help

utility companies understand and

better manage the increased

demands placed upon the electric

grid because of electrified vehicles.”

Complex economics

If cars return power to the grid in

times of need, as well as consume it

in times of glut, the economics

become more complex, particularly if

the extra charging and discharging of

the battery pack reduce its life

expectancy. Critics of V2G have also

pointed to the inefficiency inherent in

storing surplus power in car battery

packs and then recovering it. It would

be far better, they say, for power

utilities to store energy in flywheel

accumulators, for example.

By its very nature, V2G is a

collaborative exercise between auto

makers and power generation/

distribution companies. So, in the

trials currently underway, the latter

form a key part of the mix. Indeed, it

is widely accepted that standardising

methods of realising and accessing

V2G is essential to the technology’s

successful roll-out.

If the power companies come

away satisfied of the benefits, then

presumably they will need no

persuading to begin the task of

building V2G infrastructure. But, if any

further incentive is needed, local and

national governments may pass

legislation that requires them to

purchase electricity from citizens. 

This has already happened in

Delaware, where last September a bill

was enacted requiring electric utilities

to pay the same rate for electricity

sent back to the grid as the owners of

electric cars pay to buy it.

With a multifaceted technology

like V2G, which rides piggyback on

sea changes in electric power

generation, the way that power is

distributed and, not least, consumers’

car buying habits, it’s inevitable that

many uncertainties remain regarding

its viability. But, compared to the

situation only five years ago, there

has been a transformation in V2G’s

fortunes. From being an apparent no-

hoper, it has become a contender.

For further information 

on technology and suppliers visit

www.automotivedesign.eu.com

May 2010

One key to V2G progressing from trials to public use, is the availability of

EVs and PHEVs that people want to buy. Central to this is the use of batteries

that have both high energy and power density, and fast-recharge capability.
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V8 re-emerges

triumphant
Bentley has completely re-engineered its 6.75-litre V8 engine, 

52 years after it was originally unveiled. The results of that 

endeavour suggest it has many more years left to run

E
ven though Bentley

considered V8, W12 and

W16 engines from within

VAG, when work started

in 2006, none could

deliver the lazy, low-revving

characteristics of Crewe’s own twin-

turbo V8, explains module leader

chassis power train, Simon Atkinson:

“The V8 delivers that relaxed feeling in

a unique way. Because it’s a high

capacity engine, 6.75 litres and only

eight cylinders, then technically we

have a very large piston face and that

in itself helps to deliver a large amount

of torque, combined with a long,

99.06mm crank throw.

“We could achieve the same

performance from the W12, with high

torque, but in a different way, that

would have required us to change the

gear ratios as we’d be getting the

torque at relatively high engine

speeds. And then the engine

characteristics for the car

wouldn’t be what we wanted.”

The engineering team, he

says, wanted to achieve three

fundamental targets: “One,

emissions regulations and the

company’s commitment to reducing

CO2 by 15% by 2012. Two, because

it’s our halo product, we wanted a

very refined engine, which the old one

wasn’t particularly. And, thirdly, partly

to achieve the first two, to reduce

weight across the engine helps

refinement and CO2, and offsets

some of the features added to the car,

in terms of electronics, etc.”

The only aspects of the engine

that remain unchanged are the

headline power figures of 1020Nm at

1,750rpm and 377kW at 4,200rpm.

Working closely with Grainger and

Worrall, who cast the block, and using

advanced FEA techniques, the team

reduced the number of runners and

risers and the way in which the block

is cast, resulting in a 3.5kg weight

saving. Likewise, the cylinder heads

were redesigned to integrate

secondary air rails, which inject

additional air into the exhaust stream,

creating an additional burn that lights

off the catalysts more rapidly.

“By getting more air in,” adds

Atkinson, ”we get the catalysts hotter

and quicker to meet Euro 5 sign off,

and achieve future legislation as well.”

F1 accuracy

To ensure this is the smoothest

running engine, all the moving

parts are matched and balanced,

prior to being assembled by hand.

The completed unit is then

balanced as a whole on an IRD

balancing machine. Running the

6.75 litre V8 at a nominal tickover

speed of 730rpm, it usually takes

about 30 minutes to achieve a

front to rear balance of 0.3 and

0.4g respectively – the same as

the current generation of Formula

One engines, claims Bentley.
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Other weight-saving measures

include 140g lighter pistons, 80g

lighter con-rods and a significant

13.5kg reduction in the crank

assembly, partially achieved by

incorporating a 22mm axial hole, but

also eliminating various sludge traps

originally designed to capture oil

debris in the days before synthetic

lubricants.

A Hilite International cam phaser

operating through 47˚ improves CO2

emissions and fuel consumption at

idle and low engine speeds, while at

the same time developing more

torque at higher engine speeds.

The big advance in fuel

consumption, now up to 16.9l/100km

(16.7mpg) over the EU combined

cycle, is the introduction of a variable

displacement system that shuts down

two outboard and two inboard

cylinders under specific conditions,

effectively turning the engine into a V4

firing on A1, B3, B2 and A4 cylinders.

As Atkinson describes it: “The engine

has a central camshaft that drives the

tappet or lash adjuster, with a push

rod driving a rocker arm to open and

close the valves.

“On the variable displacement

system, we’ve introduced a new

tappet arrangement, controlled by an

electrically driven solenoid, which 

de-latches a couple of pins and slides

within itself, thereby no longer passing

the motion of the camshaft onto

valves; so the valves stay closed,

whilst the camshaft rotates.”

By cutting fuel to the remaining

cylinders and closing the valves, 

it effectively turns those pistons into

large air springs, compressing the 

air on the upward stroke and

expanding it on the way back down 

to return the energy. 

“That’s important,” Atkinson

emphasises, adding: “ If we had kept

the valves opening and closing,

thereby pulling air in and pushing it

out, we’d be losing the energy we’d

create to do that. So, by closing off

the valves, we get the energy back 

on the down stroke, acting like a big

air spring.”

The twin turbos maintain the same

rotational speed, as if all eight

cylinders are operating, for instant

response when the driver steps back

on the throttle.

Controlled by the engine

management system, the CDA

(Camshaft DeActivation) comes into

play at light engine loads, such as

slow speed commuting or 96km/h-

112 km/h (60-70mph) cruise

conditions, resulting, he says, in a

15% reduction in CO2.

By also making it bio fuel

compatible in 2012, it seems as if

Crewe’s engineers have ensured that

this engine has a good few years of

life left in it yet.

“It demonstrates what an excellent design job the engineers did in getting

the fundamentals right, so the engine could be continuously developed over

the years,” says Dr Ulrich Eichhorn, Bentley’s board member for engineering.
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N
anotechnology is already

playing an important role

in many existing design

studies. However; with

recent technological

advancements, coupled with a

significant amount of government and

private sector research funding behind

it, its use is set to grow significantly. 

According to the Institute of

Nanotechnology, in a report created

by Bax & Willems Consulting

Venturing, titled ‘Economic

Assessment Aeronautics and

Automotive sectors Final Report’,

70% of all automotive applications

are predicted to use nanotechnology

in 2015.

The primary driver for the

development and adoption of nano-

based materials is the reduction of

the environmental footprint of

vehicles. With passenger cars being

responsible for 12% of the EU’s total

CO2 emissions, car manufacturers

are looking at new ways to save

weight, reduce friction, treat

emissions and lower fuel

consumption.

According to Mark Morrison, of

the UK’s Institute of Nanotechnology

in Glasgow: “There are lots of

exciting developments on the horizon

for nanotechnology, as far as the

automotive industry is concerned.

Research has moved on significantly

since 2001 when Toyota created

more dent-resistant 60% lighter

bumpers, using Nanocomposites.

From dirt-repellent fabrics to

gearboxes, and from printable

electronics to body components,

virtually all elements of a car will, in

some way, benefit from the results of

nano-material based research and

development.”

One of the main areas of use for

nanotechnology in the automotive

industry is widely agreed to be the

creation of nano-structured metals.

Because the base metals’ physical

properties can be tailored, designers

are presented with two equally

attractive propositions. They can

either design a component of the

same size, which exhibits greater

strength or stiffness; or they can

design a smaller component with the

same strength and stiffness. Nano

engineering also gives design

engineers a much wider range of

materials from which to choose. For

example, nanocomposites are almost

certainly going to replace steels in

some instances, with cheaper or

lighter materials, such as

Magnesium, replacing it in others.

Tribology plays a huge role in the

efficiency of a vehicle and, as such,

has attracted a commensurate

amount of research. It is reckoned that

just 13% of the energy available from

the fuel is actually available to drive

the wheels. These losses are down to

inefficiencies in the engine and a host

of mechanical losses in the driveline.

One solution to enhancing the

efficiency of engines and gearboxes is

the use of tribological nanocoatings,

which offer greater hardness and

resistance to wear and/or lower

friction. These coatings, such as

May 2010

Small science,
HUGE IMPACT
Some may consider it ironic that one of man’s smallest achievements –

nanotechnology – is destined to have a massive impact on just about every facet of

automotive design. Mark Fletcher looks at the latest developments
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silicon carbide, silicon dioxide and

titanium dioxide, when used in

conjunction with metal alloys, can

offer less friction, less wear and the

need for less lubricant, all of which

can result in longer service intervals

and reduced fuel consumption. The

lubricants themselves have also not

escaped the nano bandwagon, with

many new formulations appearing,

based primarily on oil-soluble metal

carbonate colloids. Indeed, some

solid lubricant variants claim to

remove the need for oil changes

completely.

Slightly farther ahead on the

horizon, according to Morrison, are

developments in emission control:

“Current sensor technology is

becoming a lot better, thanks to

nano materials. We are seeing far

greater accuracy when measuring

environmental variables, fuel

composition and exhaust gases.

Looking a little farther into the future

one of the biggest areas of research

is centred on the development of

catalytic technology, resulting in

solutions far less reliant on precious

metals, such as platinum. Existing

catalyst technology is touching on

the nano universe, but it won’t be

long before we see the use of

platinum drop, as it is replaced by

less-precious metals that have been

made ‘more capable’ of performing

catalyst functions.”

One of the more obvious targets

of automotive nano research has

been in the electronics world. “We

are already seeing the development

of nano inks,” he explains. “These

silver-based inks will allow designers

to simply print electronic circuits on

to passivated surfaces, giving them

much more flexibility in where to

locate electronic clusters in vehicles.

Flexible plastics and fabrics are also

both potential substrate; and, with

the application methodology being

based around simple ink jet

technology, costs can be kept low.

We are also seeing technology that

will allow printing of circuits on to

transparent glass or plastic surfaces;

this has the potential to revolutionise

head-up displays for vehicles.”

Crash structures are benefiting

from the same alloying flexibility on

offer to their structural component

peers, with honeycomb materials

being manipulated to offer greater

impact performance, while saving

even more weight. The level of

research being funded in the nano

sciences, brings with it a whole host

of enhancements and improvements,

as engineers find new and

interesting ways to manipulate

materials and components at the

nano level.

May 2010

Potential automotive nano

applications

1 Nano-enabled sensors
2-3 Nano-structured metals and

composites for closures
4-5 Nano-enabled glass and nano-

coatings for polymers
6-8 Nano-structured metals and

composites for structural
components

7 Self-healing body coatings
9 Nanoceramics for engine

components
10-11 Nanocomposites and Nano-

structured metals for the
powertrain 

12 Anti-reflective nano-coatings
13 Nano-porous air-filters
14 Powertrain nanoelectronics
15 Nano-enabled batteries
16 Tribological nanocoatings for

powertrain
17 Scratch-resistant nano paints and

varnishes
18 Nano additives for tyres
19 Nano dirt repellent interior

materials
20 Nano enhanced lubricants
21 Nanocomposites for interior

structures
22 Hydrophobic coatings
23 Nano-enhanced adhesives
24 Anti-corrosive nano coatings

The Institute of Nanotechnology predicts that by

2015 70% of all automotive applications will use

nanotechnology. Source: Institute of

Nanotechnology
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O
f all the European

OEMs, none is gambling

more on the future of

Electric Vehicles (EVs)

than Renault. With its

alliance partner Nissan, the two are

planning global sales running into the

hundreds of thousands by the middle

of the next decade.

This is just as much about

achieving future fleet CO2 emission

levels, which will be drastically

reduced from 2015 onwards, as it is

about reducing dependency on oil.

Thierry Koskas takes up the story.

“We see the need for a real

breakthrough, in terms of CO2

emissions, and no other technology

allows you to dramatically lower CO2

emissions; at the same time, we

believe that, structurally and

economically, there’s no other

technology that’s fairly cheap like an

electric motor, battery, and so on.

“We basically aim to make an

ecological object that the customer

will buy, because they will also feel

better off, from an economical point

of view,” he adds. While Renault and

Nissan will develop their own EV

platforms and even most of the sub-

systems, both will source the most

costly aspect of EVs, the battery, from

a common producer. 

“The good thing is that we don’t

have to rely on a supplier’s

technology, as we’re making our own

batteries in a joint venture between

Nissan and NEC in Japan that formed

Automotive Energy Supply Corporation

(AESC) to develop Lithium-ion

batteries specifically for our

applications. The idea is we develop

complementary line-ups, so there is

no overlap between what Nissan is

doing and what Renault is doing.”

Koskas is confident the Renault

EVs will have in the region of a 160km

range, which is, he believes, “more

than enough” for daily usage.

However, he does concede that,

compared with the virtually limitless

range of today’s fuel-powered cars,

“it will be new for the owners to

control what autonomy they have.

“What we try to do, obviously, is

to have the most accurate information

in the car of how many kilometres

they can do. We will have what we

call an ‘eco mode’, which is the

possibility, electronically, to ensure

you increase the car’s autonomy by

controlling the air-conditioning and

heating, and the way the engine

starts. The key point is to make sure

that, whatever the driving conditions,

there isn’t a big discrepancy between

summer and winter.

“We try, for example, to have very

smart heating systems that will lower

the consumption. Heating is not an

issue on an internal combustion

engined car, because it’s free;

whereas, on an EV, it’s a drain as you

May 2010

Renault’s 
electric 
charge

Thierry Koskas, head of electric vehicles, 

Renault, talks with Ian Adcock about the 

challenge of bringing EVs to the market

1. Cooling module

2. Lithium-ion cells

3. Battery management 

system

4. Coolant connection

5. High voltage 

connection

6. Cell voltage monitor
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use some electricity, so that’s a key

parameter. Therefore we will have an

HVAC system that consumes as little

energy as possible.”

What about infotainment, though?

That isn’t a big issue, he states,

“because the energy consumption is

peanuts. The main challenge is

heating, so we will introduce into the

car a technical device that will enable

you to more than halve the

consumption, compared to what

would be a normal heating system. 

I can’t give away how, but that partly

explains the extra cost of the EV.

Because that’s key for us: to put less

energy into the heating system. So

we have to pay for it, but that’s very

important for the car’s autonomy.”

While sharing these below-the-

surface technologies with Nissan will

help minimise costs, Koskas doesn’t

foresee them being used on other

products within the Renault line-up.

“You will not be able to justify the

extra cost of, for example, a smart

heating system on a diesel car,

because you don’t really need it.

These systems are very expensive,

because we’re starting with relatively

low volumes and that’s why it’s

extremely important that we reach

peak volumes as soon as possible.”

It’s equally so for the supply

chain, which might, on the face of it,

not share Renault’s optimism for

electrification. “One day, incentives

might reduce or disappear altogether,

so we will have to improve costs. And

one of the key challenges is for

suppliers to project themselves

forward and imagine a time when a

million EVs a year are built. What

would their costs be then?”

While the steel and aluminium

industries have suggested weight is 

a major factor against EVs, and will

drive OEMs into using more exotic,

lighter and costly materials to

compensate for the batteries, it is an

argument Koskas seems to consider

is overemphasised. 

“It’s an issue, but not a major one,

for the very simple reason that you

regenerate the battery when you

brake and obviously the more the car

weighs, the more energy you

regenerate. 

“So, you partly compensate for

the weight, which has an impact on

starting, accelerating, etc, by what

you regenerate when you brake.

That’s a key element, which is very

important; we are working on the

weight, but not on expensive

solutions, because it’s not our

number one factor. Gaining an

additional kilometre autonomy by

spending an extra €100 on a lighter

material just doesn’t make sense.”

In fact, Koskas believes that

aerodynamics will play a bigger role in

shaping future EVs, not just to slip

through the air more efficiently, but,

just as importantly, to cool the

batteries; although he does admit that

a “special, artificial cooling device”

will also be required.

Much has also been made of

Renault’s relationship with the Better

Place project that envisages chains of

stations where EV drivers can get

near depleted battery packs

automatically swapped for fully

charged ones, thereby extending the

vehicles’ range. 

“Our cars work perfectly well

without battery switch,” Koskas

insists. “It’s an additional option that

would allow longer trips and so on.”

Going by this year’s Geneva

Salon, there’s little doubt that EVs

have a place in future mobility

strategy. Whether Europe shares

Renault’s and Koskas’s enthusiasm

and optimism, only time will tell.

May 2010

Koskas is confident

that the Renault EVs

will have something

in the region of a

160km range, which

is, he believes,

“more than enough”

for daily usage
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T
here is a buzzword that

has recently come to

dominate the talk at EV

conferences and

gatherings of electric

vehicle engineers – second life.

Confusingly, however, this is not the

3D virtual world that flashed into

vogue among computer users a few

years ago: instead, it’s a key concept

that will exercise a profound

influence on the business and

engineering case for the large-scale

roll-out of electric cars.

Second life is the name given by

engineers and economists to what

happens to an EV’s battery once it

has finished its tour of duty in the

vehicle. And with the battery

accounting for anything up to half

the cost of an electric car, the resale

value of that battery at the end of its

‘first’ life is the major determinant of

the overall running costs of the

vehicle – and thus its business case

and the cost of the lease. 

A hard-driven vehicle, returned at

the end of its lease with a ruined

battery, could be virtually worthless.

If, on the other hand, the battery

retains 80% of its capacity, it could

have a useful second life, perhaps as

a store for electricity generated by a

domestic solar PV array. This would

give the battery a significant residual

value and help reduce the cost of EV

ownership. 

Increasingly, laboratory research

and field trials are showing that the

careful management of the battery

can not only improve its

performance and significantly extend

its life, but also, by improving its

efficiency, enable its size and

therefore its costs to be reduced.

More than ever, say the engineers,

battery management systems (BMS)

are the key to the viability of EVs.

And of the three main battery types

in current or near-future use, the

most favoured – Li-ion – is the one

requiring the most sophisticated

management regime. 

Chemistries in contention

The consensus is that the Li-ion

battery’s superiority, in terms of

May 2010

Breathing new 

life into old
What happens to an EV’s battery once it has served its

purpose? It’s a big question, given that it accounts for up

to half the cost in such vehicles. Tony Lewin reports
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energy storage, makes it the

strongest present contender. But a

multitude of different anode, cathode

and electrolyte materials come under

this lithium ion umbrella, and other

types of chemistry are also being

explored. The upshot is that the 

field is still wide open: some

combinations are cheaper, while

others offer better power density,

energy density, durability, cycling

ability or safety. 

In terms of basic chemistries, the

three main types currently in the

frame are lithium iron phosphate

(LiFePO4, or LFP), lithium cobalt

oxide (LiCO2) and mixed metal oxide

types, typically using nickel, cobalt

or manganese. 

Don Newton, technical director at

Axeon, Europe’s largest supplier of

Li-ion battery systems, also lists

other more exotic types, such as

titanate and manganese spinel, and

stresses that particular combinations

are better suited to certain types of

electrification. Broadly speaking, to

achieve a decent range, pure EVs

need to store as much energy as

possible and so require maximum

energy density from their batteries.

This is likely to be the most

demanding and therefore costliest

application. 

At the other end of the scale, a

mild or full hybrid is less exacting in

its need to store large amounts of

energy, but its batteries need to be

able to accept large flows of power

very quickly, and rapidly discharge

them for acceleration boost. 

For this type of application, a high

power density is key. Plug-in hybrids,

says Newton, come somewhere in

the middle.

Jerome Perrin, R&D director 

at Renault, says that cathode

development can help enhance

specific energy – useful for Renault’s

four planned pure EVs – while the

anode is linked to issues of durability

and degradation under the effects of

temperature and fast charging.  

Cost reduction

The prohibitively high cost of

batteries is invariably the first point

on the agenda whenever EVs are

discussed. Years ago, the US

Advanced Battery Consortium set

itself the long-term target of bringing

the cost of batteries down to $100

per kilowatt hour (kWh): today,

engineers have all accepted that this

is unattainable. “We know we can’t

reach it,” says Ted Miller, senior

manager for energy storage and

research at Ford in Dearborn. “The

high volume prospect is around

$300 per kWh: the key is to achieve

a battery cost [in the vehicle] of

under $10,000.”(see Table 1)

Opinions differ as to the extent

to which high-volume manufacture

May 2010

The consensus is that the lithium ion battery’s superiority, in terms of

energy storage, makes it the strongest present contender. But a multitude of

different anode, cathode and electrolyte materials come under this lithium

ion umbrella, and other types of chemistry are also being explored.

Cooling module

Li-ion cells

Battery management 
system

Coolant connection

High voltage 
connection

Cell voltage 
monitor
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will help bring down the cost of EV

batteries. Renault-Nissan is one of

the automakers confident of hitting

the $300 mark. By 2012, it expects

to be making 425,000 batteries a

year in five plants worldwide. At

engineering services provider

Ricardo, director of electrical and

electronic engineering Peter Miller

believes a 50% reduction in battery

pack prices is viable, “assuming

volumes increase significantly”.

However, Miller’s projections

draw together cost improvements in

several areas within the battery

system – the cells themselves, the

mechanical structure of the battery

and the battery management

system. Scope to reduce the cost of

the elements within the cell is strictly

limited, argues Sanko Lan, chief

technical officer of Edan

Technologies in Taiwan. Breaking

down the materials cost of a

LiFePO4 cell (see Table 2), he

concludes that, as all the other

materials are mature products with

established supply networks, the

cathode represents the only chance

to reduce cost. 

“And, even then, it is only 14%

of the total cell cost; materials are

just 53% of the total bill.”

Lithium supply

Another anxiety often voiced in the

context of EV expansion is that of the

secure supply of lithium. Chile and

Australia between them accounted 

for about 80,000 of the 118,000

tonnes of lithium produced in 2009,

but significant capacity is to be

opened up by Western Lithium in

Nevada. It estimates an annual global

requirement of 286,000 tonnes in

2020, if EV market share reaches 

10% and hybrid penetration hits

20%. 

Many experts are much more

concerned about dwindling supplies

of tin and silver, used in lead-free

soldering, and Farouk Tedjar of

recyclers Recupyl points out that

recycled lithium is readily available. 

It takes, says Tedjar, 28 tonnes of 

Li-ion batteries from laptops and

mobile ‘phones to produce one

tonne of auto battery lithium: this

compares with 250 tonnes of lithium

ore or 750 tonnes of brine.

The right balance

Though the main priority of a BMS is

to protect the cells from damage, 

the BMS also manages the state of

charge, keeps the cells balanced, so

that each charges and discharges

equally, and feeds status information

back to the vehicle’s electronic

network. Balancing is important to

longevity: it allows the complete

pack to operate at the average of all

the cells, rather than that of the

weakest cell. 

More importantly, if clever

battery management can improve

the yield of the battery by, say, 10%,

the battery itself can be made 10%

smaller and thus 10% cheaper.

That is just one example of the

cost reduction potentials already

identified within the battery system.

Further win-win savings can clearly

be made at the whole vehicle level,

while, within the battery itself, the

cathode will be the primary driver for

cost reduction – even if the absolute

savings will not be as great as once

had been hoped.

May 2010

Electric vehicles

Unique field test

Th!nk, the Norwegian builder of electric cars, prides itself on having a long

history of dedicated EV production. “Our cars are electric from the ground

up,” says CTO Egil Mollestad.

With the latest iteration of its City model, Th!nk is launching a massive

data collection exercise, aimed at comparing the in-service performance

of different battery types. In conjunction with the Norwegian road

authorities, Th!nk is logging minute-by-minute data for 100 vehicles used

by customers, with the aim of correlating lab test results with field

experience and so developing a semi-empirical model, based on the

combined sets of data.

Among the early findings, says Mollestad, is that customers are

happy with the performance of the Zebra battery in ambient temperatures

as low as -25 or -30° C, while lithium-based systems perform well, but

suffer a marked reduction in range at below -10° C. The information will

be used to offer future customers a choice of batteries.

Table 1: Potential for volume-related cost reduction 

for a 25kWh, ~300V EV battery pack

Volume Cell Materials Cell Cost Cell Price Pack Cost Pack Price

Per year $/kWh $/kWh $/kWh $/kWh $/kWh

$/kWh

5000 300 600 700 900 1000

50,000 220 360 420 510 600

Source: Axeon Technologies, Yano Research Ltd; Menahem Anderman, AABC 2010

Table 2: Material costs

breakdown of an LFP cell

Material percentage

LiFePO4 25%

Carbon 7%

Separator 16%

Electrolyte 15%

Metals 25%

Chemicals 9%

Others 3%

Source: Sanko Lan, Edan Technologies,

presentation London, 25 March 2010
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This year’s Geneva Salon was notable for
 the proliferation of

electric and hybrid ca
rs. Automotive Design caught up wit

h Ford’s

J. Mays at the show to t
alk about the design ch

allenges with which

these products present
 him.

60 second interview
J .  M a y s ,  F o r d  g r o u p  v i c e  p r e s i d e n t  o f  d e s i g n
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T
here were several manufacturers at the Geneva Salon that

were showing electric vehicles (EVs) that look like

‘electric vehicles’, as J. Mays points out. And, while

acknowledging that as “a perfectly valid approach”, it is not 

the one Ford is taking, he stresses. 

“If you look at some of the other brands, they have taken

the view that a car that has an electric powertrain needs to 

look different, be a different size and that it needs to have a

different profile or silhouette. And that’s simply not the course

we’ve chosen.

“We’re approaching it as part of a larg
er overall portfolio

within the brand, so you will see in the next two years a Transit Connect EV coming to

Europe. You will also see a Focus EV that still looks like a F
ocus, and then three more

vehicles between now and 2013, so five in total.

“We think it’s a better strate
gy for the

cumulative brand, rather than trying to sub-set out

EVs and make them a sub brand. The way we’ve

approached this is: ‘Oh, I’d like to have a Focus and,

by the way, it’s an electric Focus’, so we don’t want

to lose the immediately obvious face of a Focus.”

There will, he says, be identifiable features,

especially the grille, wheels and some small detailing that will signify it is an EV, but

there are other key considerations. “At the end of the day, a car should look like a

car, irrespective of the powertrain. I don’t subscribe to the fact that there should be

a different design DNA for EVs inside the Ford brand.”

Mays does predict, however, there’ll be “a lot of changes” in instrument design

that will be directly affected by HMI and the different information EV drivers will

need, compared to petrol or di
esel engined cars. “This is the new frontier that

automobile designers should have their hands on,” he states.

“The designer’s biggest challenge is to try to make EVs exciting, in terms of

someone who is a car enthusiast, so they think that it might be a vehicle for them. 

I think EVs are still seen as a bit peripheral, out there on the edge of the brand. 

What we’re trying to do, by making them more in line with our DNA, is to make them

inclusive.”

But, he adds, batteries are
 the biggest question mark. “Although that’s more of

an engineering function, we work with them closely on that, especially the interior

packaging, because we don’t want to shortchange the passenger. We can’t compromise 

on the interior package, just to say we’ve got all the batteries in.” 

Clearly, there are very interesting times ahead on the EV front.

“The designer’s

biggest challenge 

is to try to make 

EVs exciting”.
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Tomorrow’s cars must be lighter and more effi cient with lower fuel 

consumption. Work with Ticona to fi nd innovative solutions that reduce 

weight and cut costs by replacing metal. With us you can benefi t from 

over 40 years’ experience of high-performance polymers, hybrid material 

concepts, process optimization and component design.

We can make you and your products fi t for cars of the future!

Goodbye metal, welcome to the future 

Polymers versus metal

• Significant weight saving

• Lower system costs

• Fewer processing and finishing 

operations

• High-precision manufacture 

of complex moldings

• Good corrosion and chemical 

resistance

• Vibration and noise damping

• Good thermal and electrical 

insulating properties

Achieve future with high-performance polymers:

TiconaCommunicationsEurope@ticona.de · www.ticona.com

25 %
potential saving

+100 %
comfort and safety

–30 %
production costs
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